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While most Finance teams today have seen their strategic influence grow over the last few years, some still
struggle with manual data entry and consolidation as well as reporting inefficiencies. Here are the top 10
reasons why businesses need to give Excel the boot and take their budgeting process to the next level with
NetSuite Financial Planning.

1. Excel is Not a Financial Planning Application: Excel was not designed as a comprehensive
financial planning tool. We use a variety of specialty software systems these days to help streamline
processes (e.g. CRM, AR/AP, Project Management). A basic spreadsheet is not sufficient for companies
to manage one of the most important aspects of their business.
2. Manual Processes Kill Efficiency: The time taken to manually aggregate data across multiple areas
of a business is wasted time that could have been spent analyzing the budget. Why spend countless
hours gathering, reconciling, and distributing data when we are now in the age of automatic?
3. Comparing Plans of Action is Painful: Being able to evaluate alternative courses of action to solve
a business problem is essential. Furthermore, decision makers need to be able to compare expected
outcomes to real results to determine if a strategy is successful.
4. Consolidating Data from Multiple Systems can get Clunky: Data dumping from multiple source
systems into Excel often requires complex manipulation of data to view all information in a clean
format. FP&A teams need a planning tool that can easily bring in data from all source systems and
allow users to view that data from any angle.
5. Too Many Versions of Truth: There should only be one version of truth. How often do we see files
with names such as “Final Budget Version 2”? What happened to Version 1? Is there a Version 3 or 4?
Having all information in one centralized location enables Budget Managers to be confident in the
quality and accuracy of data.
6. Lack of Security: The inability to control access for employees responsible for contributions
necessary to complete a budget causes managers to divide and distribute spreadsheets. Files
containing confidential information can easily be sent to the wrong recipient.
7. Absence of Alignment: There is no functionality within Excel to be able to report on completion of
tasks that help a team achieve a common goal. This causes companies rely on various methods of
communication and hinders the ability to evaluate progress of individual processes.
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8. Scalability: Growing businesses need a solution that can grow with the company. Complex
organization structures with high volumes of data require a more sophisticated solution to avoid
massive, unmanageable spreadsheets.
9. Without Real-Time Data, Decisions get Delayed: Excel users are not able update the same file
simultaneously, which means one user must wait for another to complete his or her work first. Realtime data enables users to make important decisions at any time.
10. Overlooked Costs of Excel: Excel is not free. The amount of time spent preparing, distributing,
reconciling, and maintaining spreadsheets is a cost in itself. All of those hours can be quantified based
on how much a company is paying employees doing that work.
NetSuite Financial Planning offers an optimized solution that can help eliminate all of these pain points.
Customers like Infusionsoft have seen first-hand how “the relationship between NetSuite and Adaptive
Insights is really a handshake between ERP that tells you where you’ve been and a forecasting system that
tells you where you are going,” (Eric Zimmerman, FP&A Manager). Move out of the shadows of Excel and
into the cloud with NetSuite. Talk to us for more information at engage@exploreconsulting.com.
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